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Dated 30.09.2016

Release of various incentives to the students
through Aadhar linked accounts,
You are aware

that Govt. have taken

a decision to retease various incentives to
the students
directty to their Aadhar tinked accounts so that
the benefits reach directty to the beneficiaries.
The implementation of the decision was taken
up as a pitot in a btock in panchkuta district.
It has been observed that there has been 15% faiture in
the transactions so made. lt shows that the

fietd functionaries at various levets did not take proper
care in regard to intimation of exact
account number and Aadhar number in the data
transmitted to the Department.
since the Govt' is keen to ensure that the students
who are etigibte to receive certain
incentives must be given incentivelwithout further
detay, a serious view regarding such a faiture of
transactions has been taken by the Department.
You are therefore directed

to ensure that heads of institutions be asked to verify the
Aadhar
card and account number of each and every student,
rectify the discrepancy if any within two days
and a certificate to the effect that the Aadhar and account
number of each and every student
enrotted and studying in Govt. schoots in your district
is correct. Rectification if any atongwith
certificate must be reported by Monday evening i.e. 3. 10.2016
by 4.00 p.M.
The Department witt be reteasing the various incentives
through RTGs. The process witt be
started during the next week' In case any faiture in the transactions
occur for want of wrongty
quoted Aadhar card number/Account number, personal
responsibitity of the Head of Institution
concerned as atso the btock tevel and district levet officers
witt be fixed for taking strict disciptinary
action.
Ptease ensure fottow up action and

report comptiance by Monday i.e. 3. 10.2016 bv 4.00

P.M.

This communication is being issued with the approvat of Director
Etementary Education,
Director Secondary Education and State Project Director, HSSpp panchkuta.

CC: 1) PAlDSE- for endorsing this communication to the officers
deating

with various incentives.
for endorsing this communication to the officers deatirig with various
incentives.
3) AM/sPD- for endorsing this communication to the officers deatin! wiih
various incentives.
4l lT Cett SecoMary Education for uptoading on the Departmentat ivebsite.
5) lr cett HSSPpp for uptoading on the parishad website.
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